
Born and raised in Atherton, Kendra Nicholas Nash started

PARC Interiors after gaining experience in the Silicon Valley

real estate market and finding a passion for interior design. She

is a graduate of the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising in

San Francisco and has a bachelor’s degree from UCLA.

In addition to traveling, food, and fashion, Kendra is also inspired

by her everyday surroundings: her husband’s tattoos, hydrangeas

from her garden, a vintage fabric found at the flea market. She calls

her design aesthetic “clean, versatile, and organic, but always with

some spunky surprises.”

Her designs often incorporate repurposed family treasures or a

client’s favorite piece, reworked into a new, cohesive design. You will

find her work spread throughout the Peninsula, as she works closely

with local architects and builders to design clients’ homes starting

with the construction phase, and then continuing through furnish-

ings and finishing touches. From expansive estates to charming bun-

galows, Kendra is keen to the unique details of each space and brings

a personal sense of style to every home she designs.

This year, Kendra and her husband, chef Jared Nash, partnered up

to launch PARC Catering & Events. In addition, Kendra has recruit-

ed a group of talented, creative personnel to bring the PARC vision to

life through beautiful events, catering, interiors, and staging.

Kendra lives in San Carlos with Jared and their black lab, Tucker.

They are also expecting a little one this month and can’t wait to add

“loving parents” to their many roles. You can find out more about

Kendra and PARC Interiors at www.parcinteriors.com. n
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